Quite a number of papers have discussed the problems of identifying unstructured programs and turning them into structured programs. Most of the papers, however, are based on intuitive arguments rather than on formal proofs. The identification of program unstructuredness has remained a difficult task. In this paper we formally study the properties of skeletons, modules, branches, iteration exits and entry nodes in program flowgraphs. Wep rove that twos imple conditions are sufficient and necessary for the identification of unstructuredness.
INTRODUCTION
The identification of program unstructuredness is important for tworeasons:
(a) Although the concept of structured programming has been around for manyyears, there are still a lot of unstructured programs which need to be maintained [4] . Over three-quarters of the cost in asystem life cycle is spent on maintenance [3] .
(b) The author is interested in developing a theoretical model which turns a flowd iagram into a program structure chart [12, 14, 15, 13] .S ince flowd iagrams are mainly used as a communication tool with users during the analysis stage of system development, theya re problem-oriented and may not necessarily be structured. An algorithm must be available to detect anyunstructuredness in the flowdiagrams before structure charts can be produced.
Quite a number of papers [1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] have discussed the problems of identifying unstructuredness in programs and turning them into structured programs. An excellent summary of the approaches can be found in Williams [19] .M ost of the papers, however, are based on intuitive arguments rather than on formal proofs. Even papers with formal proofs (such as Becerril et al. [2] and McCabe [7] )c ontain errors which maket he results untrustworthy. As pointed out by Williams [19] and Oulsman [10] ,t he identification of program unstructuredness has remained a difficult task. In this paper,w es hall formally study the properties of skeletons, modules, branches, iteration exits and entry nodes in program flowgraphs. Weshall prove that only twosimple conditions are sufficient and necessary for the identification of unstructuredness. Only standard settheoretic results will be used in the proofs. Theorems in graph theory or partially ordered sets will not be assumed.
PROGRAM FLOWGRAPHS AND SKELETONS
A programflowgraph is defined as a finite set of nodes together with twosuccessor functions s true and s false defined on the nodes, satisfying the following conditions: (a) There exists one and only one node, denoted by begin,such that s α (n) ≠ begin for anynode n and anyBoolean* value α.
(b) For anynode n other than begin,there exists a finite sequence of nodes <begin, m 0 ,..., m r > and a finite sequence of Boolean values <β 0 ,..., β r−1 >such that m 0 = s true (begin);
This sequence is known as an ancestry path.
(c) There exists one and only one node, denoted by end,such that s true (end)=s false (end)=end.
(d) For anyn ode n other than end,t here exists a finite sequence of nodes <m 0 ,. .., m r , end> and a finite sequence of Boolean values <β 0 ,..., β r >such that m 0 = n;
This sequence is known as a succession path.
The nodes in a program flowgraph can be divided into twoc ategories: action node and decision node.F or anya ction node n, s true (n)=s false (n). In other words, an action node has only one successor.O nt he other hand, for anyd ecision node n, s true (n) ≠ s false (n). For the sakeo f convenience, we shall regard the begin node as a decision node by defining s false (begin)=end.
Asuccession path is said to be elementary if it does not contain more than one occurrences of the same node. An ode m is known as a common successor of another node n if all the elementary succession paths <s true (n), ..., end> and <s false (n), ..., end> contain m.I nthis case we write n < m.
The least common successor of n,denoted by s v (n), is defined as a node (≠ n)such that
The least common successor of an action node is its successor and the least common successor of begin is end.T he least common successor of anyn ode in general can be found using the algorithm of [11] .
*G reek letters α, β and so on will be used throughout the paper to denote Boolean values. −α, −β and so on will denote the corresponding negations. ** For convenience, we use the standard shorthand ''≤'' toindicate ''< or =''. Thus, n < m implies s v (n) ≤ m.
Givenan ode n in anyp rogram flowgraph, the skeleton q α (n)i sd efined as the sequence of nodes <p 0 ,..., p r > such that
The skeletons of action nodes are empty.T he properties of the skeletons of decision nodes will be spelt out in the following lemmas and proposition.
Lemma 2.1
Givenad ecision node n,i fo ne of its skeletons q α (n)i sn on-empty,t hen there exists an elementary succession path <n, s −α (n), ..., end>.
Proof:
Assume that no elementary succession path from n passes through s −α (n). Then all elementary succession paths from n pass through s α (n), and hence n < s α (n). Therefore, by definition of least common successor,
In other words, q α (n)isempty.
Lemma 2.2
Givenad ecision node n,a ny elementary succession path <s α (n), ..., end> contains all the elements of the corresponding skeleton q α (n).
Proof:
Based on these twolemmas, we can derive Proposition 2.3.
Proposition 2.3
Givena ny decision node n,i fo ne of its skeletons q α (n)c ontains n,t hen the opposite skeleton q −α (n)must be empty.
Proof:
Assume the contrary.B yLemma 2.1, there exists an elementary succession path <n, s α (n), ..., end>. But by Lemma 2.2, n is in <s α (n), ..., end>.T his contradicts the definition of elementary succession paths.
MODULES
Forany node n in a program flowgraph, we define the minimal module containing n (or simply the module M n )asasubset of the flowgraph satisfying three conditions: The module M begin consists of the entire flowgraph minus the end node.
In general, we can decide whether a node is inside a givenmodule using the following proposition:
Givenadecision node n,anode p is in the module M n if and only if there exists a finite sequence of skeletons <q β r (m r ), ..., q β 0 (m 0 )> such that m r = n;
Proof: Givenad ecision node n and a Boolean value α,w ed efine a branchB α (n)a st he set of nodes satisfying three conditions: (a) All the nodes in the skeleton q α (n)are in B α (n). Similar to Proposition 3.1, the following is useful in deciding whether or not a node appears in a givenbranch.
Proposition 3.2
Givenad ecision node n,an ode p is in the branch B α (n)i fa nd only if there exists a finite sequence of skeletons <q β r (m r ), ..., q β 0 (m 0 )> such that m r = n;
Proof:
The proof is similar to that of Proposition 3.1.
Givenan ode m inside a module M n ,t he minimal module M m which contains m is, of course, a subset of M n .B ut we are also interested in finding out the condition for which the module M n coincides with the minimal module M m . 
Corollary 3.5
Givenanode m in a module M n ,ifaskeleton q α (m)of m contains n,then M m = M n .
UNSTRUCTUREDNESS
Intuitively,program unstructuredness may be due to three causes: multiple exits in iterations, exits in the middle of selections, and multiple entries in selections or iterations. In the formal definition of unstructuredness, however, wes hall exclude exits in the middle of selections. The reasoning is as follows. Suppose we add an exit p in one of the branches B α (n)o fas election module M n ,s uch that s β (p)isoutside M n .I fasuccession path from p through s β (p)leads to n,then M p will contain multiple iteration exits n and p.I fas uccession path from p through s β (p)l eads to some other node m in M n , then M n will have multiple entries n and m.I fn os uccession path from p through s β (p)l eads to any node in M n ,then M p will have multiple entry nodes p and s v (n). Thus, we see that exits in the middle of selections occur only in the presence of multiple iteration exits or multiple entries.
We shall nowf ormally define multiple iteration exits, multiple entries and program unstructuredness. A decision node m is defined as an iteration exit of the module M n if Amodule is said to have multiple iteration exits if and only if it has more than one iteration exits.
An ode p in the module M n is defined as an entry node of M n if there exists some node m outside M n such that p = s α (m). A module is said to have multiple entries if and only if it has more than one entry nodes.
Amodule is said to be unstructured if and only if it contains multiple iteration exits and/or multiple entries.
IDENTIFICATION OF MULTIPLE ITERATION EXITS
In this section we shall derive a sufficient and necessary condition for the identification of multiple iteration exits.
Lemma 5.1
If a decision node n is in one of the branches B α (n)a nd if an elementary succession path <n, s α (n), ..., end> exists, then there is another decision node m in B α (n)s uch that m is an iteration exit of the module M n .
Proof:
By Proposition 3.2, since n is in B α (n), there exists a finite sequence of skeletons <q β r (m r ), ..., 
Let p be p s−1 if s >1a nd let it be n otherwise. By Lemma 2.2, since p is in q −γ (m), it lies on the elementary succession path <n, s α (n), ..., end>.I f p = p s−1 ,t his contradicts our earlier construction that s γ (m)isnot in the path. If p = n,itcontradicts the definition of elementary succession paths.
Lemma 5.2
If a decision node n is in one of the branches B α (n)a nd if an elementary succession path <n, s α (n), ..., end> exists, then the module M n contain multiple iteration exits.
Proof:
By Lemma 5.1, there exists an iteration exit m in B α (n). By similar arguments, there exists an iteration exit p in B −α (n). Assume that there is only one iteration exit. Then m = p,through which all the elementary succession paths will pass. Hence
, which is a contradiction.
The next proposition therefore follows:
If a node n is the only iteration exit of the module M n ,t hen one of its skeletons q α (n)m ust be empty.
By definition, n is in one of the branches B α (n)a nd not in the opposite branch B −α (n). Hence q α (n) cannot be empty.A ssume that q −α (n)i sa lso non-empty.B yL emma 2.1, there exists an elementary succession path <n, s α (n), ..., end>.B yLemma 5.2, therefore, we have atleast twoiteration exits.
We can then derive the following theorem:
If a node n is the only iteration exit in the module M n ,then one of its skeletons q γ (n)must contain n.
Proof: We shall prove that the converse of the theorem is also true, thus obtaining a sufficient and necessary condition for unique iteration exit in a module.
Theorem 5.5
Givenamodule M n ,the node n is the only iteration exit if and only if it is in one of the skeletons q γ (n).
Proof:
We need only prove the converse of Theorem 5.4. If n is in q γ (n), it must be in B γ (n). By Proposition 2.3, q −γ (n)i se mpty.I no ther words, n cannot be in B −γ (n), and must therefore be an iteration exit. Assume that there is another iteration exit m.T here are twopossibilities.
. This contradicts the fact that M m = M n for iteration exits.
(b) m is in B −γ (n). Then M m is a subset of B −γ (n). Since M m = M n , n must also be in B −γ (n). This contradicts the fact that n is an iteration exit.
We can therefore arrive atas ufficient and necessary condition for the existence of multiple iteration exits.
Corollary 5.6
Amodule M n have multiple iteration exits if and only if the node n is in one of the branches B γ (n) butnot the corresponding skeleton q γ (n).
IDENTIFICATION OF MULTIPLE ENTRIES
The identification of multiple entries is more straightforward.
Theorem 6.1
Am odule M n has multiple entries if and only if there exists twod istinct nodes p 1 and p 2 in M n such that p 1 is in some skeleton q α 1 (m 1 )ofanode m 1 outside M n ; p 2 is in some skeleton q α 2 (m 2 )ofanode m 2 outside M n .
Proof:
The proof of the theorem is obvious.
CONCLUSION
We hav e formally studied the properties of skeletons, modules, branches, iteration exits and entry nodes in program flowgraphs. Wehav e provedthat twosimple conditions are sufficient and necessary for the identification of program unstructuredness. Namely,amodule M n is unstructured if and only if (a) the node n is in one of its branches B α (n)but not in the corresponding skeleton q α (n), or (b) there exists twodistinct nodes p 1 and p 2 in M n such that p 1 is in some skeleton q α 1 (m 1 )ofanode m 1 outside M n ; p 2 is in some skeleton q α 2 (m 2 )ofanode m 2 outside M n .
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